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EDITOR’S RANT
According to Einstein’s laws of general relativity, the faster you go
(specifically the closer you get to the speed of light) the more time slows.
Despite this century-old theory, life itself seems to contradict the rule, in that
the busier you are and faster things appear to be moving, the more time flies
by. In this context we already find ourselves toward the end of the second
month of a new year that barely seems to have paused for breath, sustaining
the momentum of 2018 like a caboose.
Already this year our news room has been flooded with drama and
excitement, the indomitable Merivale and Ray Riley’s legendary Henson
being accused of impropriety in staff pay, strikes and shutdowns handed
down by the regulators, and the culmination of laid-back January bringing a
plethora of big sale campaigns and results.
Much of this industry activity is not only great indication of strong trade, it is
a grateful relief to the vacuum that often occurs at this time of year as many
hospitality businesses hunker down and focus on the business of summer.
Many believe the hurricane of negative press over the coward-punch deaths
at Kings Cross in 2013 and early 2014 was in part made possible by lack of
anything else to report at the time. The spotlight saw tragedy-led headlines
around the state and country until a nervous NSW Premier knee-jerked
perception of a solution and in February 2014 Sydney’s stifling ‘lockout laws’
were born.
The NSW state elections loom, with Federal following soon after. The
numbed public awareness of the damage done to Sydney’s nightlife is reemerging as a bid to restore the night economy for broad cultural and artistic
reasons. The optics of government being seen to be releasing its grip on the
alcohol industry remain bad, but there is no such stigma with live music and
the arts.
Much of Australia is feeling the effects of a ‘correction’ in domestic real
estate, especially the capitals of Sydney and Melbourne. This has yet to
manifest to any serious degree in commercial real estate (pubs, at least), but
many ponder if or when that may happen. Although many homeowners are
being affected, the downturn/bubble is likely still only affecting a marginal
percentage of the population, especially in terms of disposable income to
spend at the local.
In short, it’s shaping up to be another great year in the pub game.
Cheers,
Clyde
clyde@pubtic.com.au
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PROFILE

The Crossroads
of Success
The fact that the Crossroads Hotel sits at the junction
of five busy roads is just one ingredient in this pub’s
phenomenal success. The awards are piling up,
and Clyde Mooney and Emma Castle check in to
find out why.
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PROFILE
In last year’s NSW Australian Hotels Association Awards for
Excellence, Marlow Group’s Crossroads Hotel took home a
trifecta: Best Innovative Design, Best Chef of the Year and Best
Casual Dining.
Further to that, in the last quarter of 2018 the Hotel reached
number one on the Office of Liquor and Gaming NSW venues
list. A rare achievement for an acclaimed dining hotel.
Paul Camkin, director and manager of operations for Marlow
Group, says that the diversity of the Hotel’s offering is the
secret to its success. With hotel rooms that are constantly
booked, function rooms that are overflowing, a gaming area
that is pumping and a dining space that attracts everyone
from family groups to couples on a romantic night out, the
pub has nailed the perfect balance of fun, functionality and
fanciness.
Camkin says that every part of the pub quite deliberately flows
into the next.

area and the Sports Bar. Acoustic panelling across the bistro
ceiling was installed to minimise patron noise levels.

“They all feed each other.”

Sassono says that she envisioned a cool haven where people
could feel they can escape.

The Vision
A comprehensive refurbishment in 2017 saw the Hotel
overhaul its 15 accommodation rooms, gaming area, dining
areas and function spaces.
Interior Designer Malise Sassano worked on the refurbishment,
incorporating design aspects such as replacing the old fittings
and fixtures with recycled European timber furniture, adding
booth seating, Malawi chairs and installing striking light fittings
throughout.
A retractable roof was added in the new outdoor TAB area, to
make use of natural sunlight for both warmth and light in that
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“I wanted to create a resort-style feel with big, open white
spaces. I wanted it to feel calm; not like just another function
centre.”
Since the renovation, Sassano says people have hugged her
and even kissed her for creating such a chic, welcoming
environment.
“I’ve had people come up to me and say, ‘Thank you for giving
me somewhere to go’.
“We’ve had couples get married here. They bring in the flowers
and make it look beautiful. The decor lends itself to anything
because it’s so neutral,” says Sassano.

PROFILE
Kitchen confidence
A key part of the renovation was an upgrade to the dining and
function spaces, as well as the service kitchen.
The original bistro could only handle 2,500 covers a week,
while the new one can now manage twice that number.
Executive Chef David Beus says, “Before the renovation, we
worked out of a small kitchen; it was very hard work.”
Now the dining area can cater for 500 - 600 people at a
time, and yet there are still lines out the door on Friday and
Saturday nights.
Beus says, “We have a kitchen crew of 18 - 22 staff on any
given day and we do 5,000 covers a week. We have already
outgrown the new kitchen.”

A Place to Stay
In addition to the teeming masses downstairs, the
accommodation rooms are running at 85 per cent occupancy.
Camkin says that this is because there’s not much in the
way of hotel inventory in the area, and the price and value
proposition are right. Another streamlining aspect of the
Hotel’s set-up is that the gaming room staff also man the
reception desk.
“Mid-week we get loads of truckies and tradies. The tradies
check in at 3pm and by 3.15pm they’re downstairs with a
schooner playing the pokies. On weekends, we get a lot of
people who stay after local functions or weddings, as well as
functions held at the pub.”

Paul Camkin, Operations Director

In terms of local competition, there is a 140-room hotel across
the road, but it doesn’t have much of a dining offering, so
many of the business travellers who stay there head across the
road to the pub for dinner.

Form leads function
Since the renovation, events have become a revenue
sweet spot for the Hotel, with multiple large spaces able
to be sectioned off for private gatherings. The set-up aids

Chef David Beus
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Camkin believes the next step in what the Group calls the
‘cream money’ function strategy is to secure more mid-week
functions.
In line with this, he says there is a Development Application
in play to extend the outdoor function space in April this year
that will reportedly add room for another 150 stand-up guests.
Faced with such a huge demand from functions on top of a
cranking dining room, what’s coming out of the kitchen?
Beus says the menu is still what you would call a pub menu,
but it’s success suggests a higher level.

atmosphere in these areas while allowing ready access by staff
and guests to amenities, such as the kitchen and rest rooms.
“Our function food is definitely next level,” says Camkin.
“We do things like frozen punchbowls, ice cream towers, and
grazing tables.
“Functions breed functions. People come in for their friend’s
birthday party and walk out wanting to have their own
party here. We do everything from baby naming days to
engagement parties, thirtieths, fortieths, and we do two or
three wakes every week because we are so close to Forest
Lawn Cemetery,” he says.
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“We are a high-volume bistro, but the food we produce is
restaurant quality. I have a great team and we have really good
staff retention, which is a rarity in the hospitality industry. The
top selling items are still schnitzel, steak, and fish and chips …
we go through palettes and palettes of chips … but we get to
play around with it as well.”
This sense of adventure is evident in the ingredients that show
up in dishes like The Botanist, a salad that includes hemp
seeds, roasted seaweed, black rice and a swathe of other
superfoods.
To see something so typically ‘eastern suburbs’ in the greater
west growth corridor, is not only a creative choice but a smart
business decision.
“There are limited options in the area,” Camkin says. “This,

PROFILE

combined with high population growth and cheaper
houses, means that locals have the money to eat out,
but don’t want to travel to the city.”

Last word
Combining a sleek but accessible interior design with
a modernised food offering has helped The Crossroads
attract a greater portion of the functions and casual
dining markets.
The accommodation, while simple and affordable,
is booming because of the location of the pub and
the lack of neighbourhood competition, along with
the things The Crossroads offers that other nearby
accommodation does not.
The gaming area is welcoming and offers natural light,
fresh air and hospitality, making it a cut above all of the
other options in the area. It’s further bolstered by the
thriving bistro and functions, and of course, overnight
guests.
It is no wonder The Crossroads has seen marked
success – both on the bottom line and amongst its
piers, given the execution and appeal of these multiple
facets. The new era of large-format suburban pubs built
to service booming precincts has comprehensively
come to Casula.
February 2019 PubTIC | 9
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Plugging
the Prize
Humility has a rightful place in personal
relationships, but business is a different
story. PR professional Michael Willcocks
of Men At Work explains
I was thinking the other day as I walked into a local pub and

This got me thinking about the other kinds of awards pubs

saw its ’scores on doors’ sticker (yes, it was 5 stars, and the $12

receive, whether they be local small business awards, or

steak was fantastic) – we publicise these food safety results on

the coveted AHA awards that are the highest recognition in

pub doors as a way to reassure the public of our good hygiene

our hospitality community. Every industry has at least one

and high standards in the kitchen.

award you can win to show you’re on top of your game. This
industry is lucky in that we have plenty of awards we can
enter and possibly win.
Which brings me to the point: if you are considering entering
an award – likely investing time and money into your pitch
and probably spending a few hundred dollars per head to
attend a fancy dinner where you hope to win – how do you
amplify the results to make the exercise worthwhile?
The first stop is your digital assets. Social media promotion,
of course – update all your profiles to include this award win,
and don’t forget to put something on your website and your
email signature. This will give new and potential customers
confidence about your high standards. Promoting within your
venue is important too. Publish it wherever you can.
While awards are a nice add-on when trying to attract
new customers, don’t forget about your existing ones. It’s
reassuring to them also to know they are walking into a venue
that has been recognised for outstanding work. I’d print new
beer coasters and put it on staff shirts, so everyone hears
about it.
So whether you’ve won the local business chamber award for
the best employer, a street press award for the best chicken
parmy in town, or you’ve picked up ‘Publican of the Year’, it
is important to tell people about it – not only does it give
you credibility with your new customers, but reassures your
existing ones they’ve made a good decision.
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CBRE HOTELS
T H E O N LY T R U E N AT I O N A L P U B S T E A M

QLD
PAUL FRASER
DIRECTOR
M: +61 401 100 350
E: paul.fraser@cbrehotels.com
SHANE MULLINS
SENIOR MANAGER
M: +61 447 185 001
E: shane.mullins@cbrehotels.com

NSW
BEN MCDONALD
DIRECTOR
M: +61 414 182 848
E: ben.mcdonald@cbrehotels.com
JAMES CARRICK
SENIOR MANAGER
M: +61 400 664 065
E: james.carrick@cbrehotels.com

WA

VIC/SA/TAS

RYAN MCGINNITY
DIRECTOR
M: +61 417 719 712
E: ryan.mcginnity@cbrehotels.com

SCOTT CALLOW
SENIOR DIRECTOR
M: +61 418 153 606
E: scott.callow@cbrehotels.com

CHLOE MASON
NEGOTIATOR
M: +61 466 610 729
E: chloe.mason@cbrehotels.com

WILL CONNOLLY
MANAGER
M: +61 432 116 287
E: will.connolly@cbrehotels.com

WITH MORE CROSS BORDER TRANSACTIONS IN THE HOSPITALITY SPACE SET TO
CONTINUE IN 2019,YOU NEED A TRULY COHESIVE NATIONAL TEAM WITH YOU.
FOR A CONFIDENTIAL DISCUSSION ABOUT YOUR ACQUISITION OR DIVESTMENT
NEEDS, PLEASE FEEL FREE TO CONTACT ONE OF OUR TEAM MEMBERS TODAY.

MAJOR FEATURE

The Royal
Treatment

Justin Hemmes is responsible for creating some of Australia’s most
recognised world-class venues, often turning diamonds in the rough
into prized jewels. As he gears up to transform a humble local in
one of Sydney’s most celebrated precincts, he caught up with Clyde
Mooney for a round-up of his unique view of the game.
In late 2017 Merivale wielded the chequebook, snapping up
a string of Sydney pubs including Bondi Road institution the
Royal Hotel.
Just three years after it was built in 1904, the Royal saw the
founding meeting of the historic Bondi Surf Bathers Life Saving
Club take place within its walls, cementing its role in folklore
of the iconic beach. In 1966 the Royal glimpsed fame again
by hosting a rowdy six o’clock swill scene from the kitsch
Australian cinema classic, They’re A Weird Mob.
In 1978 the Moulding family bought the lease from Tooth’s,
going on to buy the freehold in 1990.
After 40 years and countless unsolicited offers, custodian
proprietor Geoff Moulding put the pub to market in early
October through JLL Hotels, offering modest turnover, a timewarp public bar and 20 accommodation rooms set up to sleep
12 | February 2019 PubTIC

backpackers. JLL national director John Musca said he had not
previously experienced more interest in a sale campaign.
Following recent acquisition of The Collaroy in August, then
Riversdale’s Vic on the Park in October, Justin Hemmes
emerged in November as the winning bidder on the Royal,
for a price encompassing its potential, of $30 million. Later
the same month, he also signed on for Woollahra’s Centennial
Hotel.
Purchase of the Royal included a long settlement, taking
possession in July 2018. Wanting to preserve its presence as
a cherished local, the public bar and major areas received
little more than fresh paint before street level reopened in
September. In celebration, the group-wide ‘Bottoms Up’ 49
per cent off drinks promotion that ran throughout July was
executed in Bondi through October.

MAJOR FEATURE
In early December Merivale was on the eve of opening the
next phase of the Royal Hotel’s reinvention – Totti’s, offering
classic, quality Italian cuisine. On ‘testing day’ for friends and
family, Hemmes took time out to meet with PubTIC to chat on
the new concept and another highly-anticipated venue in the
juggernaut.
JH: “It’s always like this, opening a new venue … lots of late
nights, early mornings. And I’m not a 20-year-old anymore!”

think it wants to be that sort of place – you finish at the beach
at 3:30, you’re walking past, you can grab a bowl of pasta. And
we’re doing all the hot breads baked to order, so it comes out
piping hot and you just tear it apart.”
CM: “You’ve obviously accumulated an amazing portfolio
around Sydney. Why this one? Was this a missing precinct in
the puzzle?”

CM: “I wonder how you keep up the pace. Do you work a mad
stretch then get away for a while?”

JH: “I wanted to get into Bondi and had been looking at this
place for a long time, and the timing was right. It hadn’t been
for sale.

JH: “Sometimes I do, it depends. Normally we’ve got so many
projects on, it’s back to back. Depends what’s happening.
The other week, we finished a project and I said ‘I’ve got to
disappear’. Took a couple of days off to just sleep, swim and
go windsurfing.”

“This deck out here is beautiful, there aren’t that many outdoor
spaces really around this area. It’s nice to be in Bondi, because
I can ride home. If I’m going to the city I get the ferry, and if
I’m coming here or Coogee then I get the bike and ride there
and ride home. I haven’t driven for ages.”

Standing over Bondi Road, less than a kilometre from Bondi
Beach, the walls of the Royal’s generous public bar are now
adorned with timeless-looking bill posters from Merivale’s
Good Vibes Festival, subtly alluding to the style of music
coming through the new sound system. Otherwise, not much
has been changed beyond minor repairs, new lighting and a
good clean.

CM: “Ride to Vaucluse from here? You’re fitter than me! I
presume the need to fly out to Newport is not what is was
now Bert’s is open.
“The Newport and Bert’s, and Coogee, now this, have been
opened in stages. Do you see value in doing that, versus
waiting and opening everything at once?”

Accessed through the public bar but with its own street
entrance also, Totti’s is located in a dining space and courtyard
that was previously one of the notorious No Names eateries.
CM: “I like how you tend to have original, unique names for
these concepts. Is that to give it an identity separate from the
Royal?”
JH: “Yes, definitely. It’s a different venue, really. They’re housed
under the same roof, but it’s a very different vibe to what’s
going on in the rest of the pub. I think they work really well
together too. I don’t think either space alienates the customer.
“The bar – we call it a Dive Bar, it’s that sort of vibe – but
everyone’s loving it. It’s got a real cross-section of people
going there, which makes it even more interesting –
everyone’s dancing, and having a good time.”
CM: “And you’re always on-point with the food trends. You
did Mexican, and dim-sums, now they’re everywhere. Italian
is kind of timeless, and no-one’s really talking about doing it.
What’s behind it?”
JH: “We’re just doing Italian done well, which has been done
for thousands of years. We like to just do the classics, and try
and raise the standard a bit. We’ve made it very accessible in
pricing, as well, in fact it’s quite cheap but really good-quality
product, so we’ve really gone all out on the value. We want it
to be the place that’s really accessible for everyone.
“We’re opening at 11 and trading all the way through to
midnight, not doing lunch and dinner, it just keeps going. I
February 2019 PubTIC | 13
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JH: “It depends on the circumstances.”
CM: “There’s more to come here?”
JH: “Oh yes, there’s plenty more. There’s the two levels up
there.”
CM: “Is there a chance it will stay backpacker
accommodation?”
JH: “Don’t know … we’ll see how this goes.”
CM: “I heard the much-anticipated Coogee middle level is
opening mid-2019. Any teasers on what’s to come?”
JH: “Very different offering to what’s going on below and
above. The dining’s going to be quite special but still relaxed.
It’s going to be very elegant. We want it to be one of the most
beautiful rooms in Sydney.
“Jordan Toft that’s done Bert’s is going to be doing the food.
There are three separate venues: a restaurant, a beautiful
cocktail bar, and a tapas wine bar.
“We’re lucky that we’ve had time on our side. I’ve enjoyed
doing the other levels, and having that luxury of time you sort
of nail the offering.”

MORE TO COME
After more than two decades building Australia’s premier
hospitality portfolio, Hemmes is now gearing up to take the
biggest bet of his career, buying a large Sydney CBD site
adjoining ivy for a 55-storey development valued at more
than $1.5 billion. The plunge is his foray into the world of
commercial office development, and certain to rival the highend construction going on in Barangaroo.
Merivale paid in the region of $80 million for the 582sqm
former Westpac site, for a total site area of 3,500sqm opposite
the new $2 billion Wynyard Place development. The project is
expected to include hospitality venues, including an expanded
ivy, accommodation, and possibly apartments.
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CM: “I read about the development plans for ivy. You may
move into residential?”
JH: “We’ll see. I don’t know what the mix will be, but ivy was
always earmarked as a development site. That’s why I bought
the site, and ivy was a low-rise development on purpose, to
make way for future development.”
CM: “And you’ll be looking to bring in backers on this one?”
JH: “It will be a huge project, when it comes on. It’s such a
huge undertaking, I want someone with huge expertise in
development of that scale, and there are only a handful of
those people. I don’t want to take that building risk on. Ivy was
probably big enough for me, this is going to be a lot bigger.”
CM: “Do you still have a freehold-only policy? Most operators
like a mix.”
JH: “Right – I’m more a property person, then I do the food
and beverage and pay the rent to myself. You’ve got to pay the
interest.
“I’ve always been in property, and the operations is putting
myself in as a tenant. I know I’m going to pay the rent and I

MAJOR FEATURE
can pay more than the rent, so it’s a win-win situation, and
increases the value of the land.

years then go back home. They come here because they want
permanent residency.”

“That limits some people in their expansion, as the capital
outlay for a freehold is far greater than just fit-outs, so I guess
it depends on what your model is. I just love property – that’s
my thing.”

CM: “I thought there were special visas for specialty positions
like chefs.”

CM: “The acquisitions seem to have slowed just a bit in the
past year. I’m almost glad for you.”
JH: “I’ve got enough on my plate!”
CM: “I can’t imagine the state of your to-do list.”
JH: “There’s not enough time. And Ivy’s going to be such a
huge job, and that’s going to be my …”
CM: “Your legacy?”
JH: “Yeah. I want to do something quite different there, that’s
never been done before; the whole mixed use, and how I
integrate it and what the offerings are.”
CM: “And now bringing in the future generation with a chef
apprenticeship program. Is that a direct response to the
shortage?”
JH: “Yes. It’s so difficult, and unfortunate the way the visas
have changed. To attract the right people in here is very
difficult now. They’re not going to come here for a couple of
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JH: “Yeah, but you’ve got to be under 45, even if you’re a guru.
Also, sommeliers aren’t classified, nor senior waiters. There
are a lot of people that don’t want to flip burgers – Australians
– so we need to import the talent that wants to do that. We
were bringing in a lot of really keen staff from Pakistan, from
Nepal, and they’re fantastic, and were filling a hole that now
the changes in the 457 won’t allow.
“So the training is for us to inspire more young kids to get
into the industry. We’re certainly going to make it interesting
and put them through our training processes as well, which is
great life experience for them too. We want to make it more
interesting and desirable, to attract more people into the
industry.”

JUSTIN
CM: “With so many venues and projects on the go, what’s a
typical day like for you?”
JH: “It changes. Every day’s a different day. I can pack a lot
into a day. The days are very full, but then I make sure I take
enough time off to spend with my family.”

MAJOR FEATURE

CM: “Constantly busy.”
JH: “It’s probably a bit insane.”
CM: “Do you think you’re a bit driven, in that sense?”
JH: (laughing) “In the insanity sense?”
CM: “No, burnout. How do you keep that enthusiasm? You
don’t start feeling you’ve done it all before?”
JH: “No, because every venue is different. One meeting I’m
choosing cutlery, or crockery, the next one is artwork, or an
ad, or a logo. The next could be negotiating a property, then
there’s dealing with legals, which is interesting as well because
you’re learning about the law. It’s so diverse, it keeps you on
your toes. It’s never the same, and certainly never boring, and
I’m dealing with different people all the time.
“And the clientele – we’re constantly growing our clientele, so

it’s existing and new. New generations, and also our clientele
from 20 years ago that have been with us the whole time,
now they’re experiencing our venues in a different way too, so
it’s really nice to see. Very rewarding.
“The customers are very complimentary. Of course, we get the
very negative ones, but I deal with all those too. Generally, we
get such wonderful feedback and people are very appreciative,
and that’s what keeps you going in this game.”
CM: “You’re still involved with decisions like cutlery? I would
have thought you’d give a brief and let them go.”
JH: “Oh god yeah – everything. I pretty much sign everything
off, between myself and my sister, everything. I let them do
what they do, then I’ve got to sign off.”
CM: “I find it disappointing that Australians – particularly
media – are still prone to the ‘tall poppy’ thing. I see you in the
news for great things, then some cheap rumour.”
JH: “Used to be a lot more, not so much now. Because you’re
tried and tested they get less opportunity to have a shot at
you.”
CM: “True that. reputation must count for something.”
JH: “People are very supportive. The young generation says
‘I really respect what you’ve done’, and the older generation,
they’ve seen what you’ve done, they’re like ‘great job, you’ve
contributed so much to the city’.”
CM: “That’s encouraging. Too often Australians seem to want
February 2019 PubTIC | 17
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to revere people, but then are quick to try to tear them down
again.”
JH: “It’s definitely getting better. I think the people from that
tall poppy era have evolved and are not like that anymore.
Then the young generation coming up, they’re very
ambitious, they aspire, they like to see success and they look
up it. The new generation don’t have that, and I think the
generation that did have it have grown out of it. We’re not a
convict nation anymore, we’re full of migrants and diversity.”
CM: “The Americans still call us convicts.”
JH: (laughing) “They can call us what they want – I’d rather
stay here!”
CM: “Do you spend much time over there these days, looking
for inspiration?”
JH: “I haven’t been to America for a while. I’m doing quite
a bit of Europe now, going around. I really enjoy exploring
Portugal, and areas of Italy. I was in Denmark, it was fantastic.
Magnificent.”
CM: “What was there about it?”
JH: “Amazing food, amazing service, they’re really into
beautiful design. Wonderful people, very proud, just had a
really good vibe about it.”
CM: “Sounds like good hospitality.”
JH: “That’s right. That’s what I tell the staff: we’re service. We’re
the service industry. Here to serve people, make them happy.”
Justin’s phone beeps a message.
JH: “I’ve got to go and pick up my daughter.”
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CM: “Presumably not on the bike. How old is she now?”
JH: “She’s just turned three, my youngest one’s one and a
half, and she’s just a ball of joy. They’re great together, I think
they’re going to be great friends.”
CM: “That’s a good age gap. Justin – thank you so much for
your time.”
JH: “Thank you for coming all the way out for a face to face.”

TRENDING NEWS
MERIVALE ATTACKS
CHEF CRISIS

STRIKES AND CLOSURES:
LIQUOR REGULATOR
The striking Palisade Hotel has been slapped with a strike for
the drunken behaviour of two middle-aged women.
ILGA heard the case against the Hotel and licensee Paulina
Soto regarding an incident from St Patrick’s Day. Two
women reportedly arrived around 12:30 on 17 March [2018],
consuming two bottles of wine over the next five hours,
before moving to the bar area and rapidly downing glasses of
white wine.
One woman fell from her chair, before they took the elevator
to ground level, falling whilst stepping out. The manager
called for emergency services, ambulances arriving to take
them to St Vincent’s. One became aggressive and attempted
to bite a paramedic and was sedated for the journey.

Merivale is launching an innovative apprenticeship program
for chefs, in direct response to the ongoing industry shortage
and changes to the 457 visa laws.
The Merivale Apprenticeship School is a first-of-its-kind chef
training programme, led by celebrated Australian chef Peter
Doyle, who since hanging up his apron at est. has spent six
months formalising his teaching qualifications through a
Certificate in Training and Assessment.
Overarching vision for the School is to “re-establish the
connection between master artisan and student”. This will
see one-on-one training with the master, as well as group
executive chefs such as Dan Hong, Danielle Alvarez and
Jordan Toft, brought in to teach their areas of speciality.
Student intakes are strictly limited to twenty budding chefs
each six months, making up two classes of ten students at a
time working directly with Doyle. Merivale has partnered with
The Essential Ingredient for the culinary classes, and following
initial fundamentals students will move onto menu-based
courses that allow them to cook dishes being served across
the group.
Beyond exposure to the seventy-odd venues and dozens of
styles, apprentices will undertake Merivale’s extensive training
processes, adding to their experience, and hear talks from
experts on specialised topics such as lifestyle, drugs and
alcohol, mental health, and finances.
The intensive exposure means the School can provide
graduates with the formal qualification of Certificate III in
Commercial Cookery (SIT30616) in the minimum 18 months
(typically 36 months).
Speaking with PubTIC, Justin Hemmes says the primary goal
is to encourage more Australian youth to consider careers in
hospitality.
“The training is for us to inspire more young kids to get into
the industry. We want to make it more interesting, more
desirable, to attract more people.”
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The Camden Hotel and Liquorland Bondi are the latest
licensed premises to be closed for serving liquor to minors,
under the NSW Government’s Minors Sanctions Scheme.
ILGA ordered the Camden Hotel shut for two days in January
following adjudication on an incident that took place
November 2018. Three teenagers, aged 16 and 17, entered the
pub using other people’s ID. The ID was checked at the door
by security, but they failed to recognise that it did not belong
to the young men.
Inside they were served up to 20 beers and played a gaming
machine over 4.5 hours and were never again asked for
ID. Upon leaving, they became involved in a brawl and
subsequently arrested by police.
Beyond the suspension, ILGA may impose extra conditions on
the Hotel’s licence, including the requirement to submit a plan
of management, extra responsible service of alcohol (RSA)
training for all staff, and specific requirements for keeping
CCTV footage.
A licensee has been fined after pleading guilty to allowing
intoxication, when inspectors found a girl throwing up in the
toilets, in February 2018.
Facts presented to Downing Centre Local Court on 25 January
stated Liquor & Gaming NSW inspectors attended the Hotel
Illawarra, where a female inspector observed “vomit emerging”
from one of the ladies’ cubicles. A girl emerged, unsteady on
her feet, who told the inspector she was “really drunk” after
winning a $100 bar tab at the pub.
Licensee Wendy Sims pleaded guilty to the charge, and was
fined $2,500. Hotel Illawarra has been banned from running
any future bar tab competitions.
The regulator notes that promotions of this kind are
generally permitted, but that their use must also comply with
responsible service of alcohol requirements.

TRENDING NEWS
DORE WINS RACE TO
SALISBURY
Industry stalwart Ged Dore has fended off all comers, taking
full interest in the burgeoning Salisbury Hotel in Stanmore.
The three-storey Salisbury is located less than 100m from
Stanmore train station, offering ‘local pub’ food & bev, a big
beer garden, gaming, and 20 unused accommodation rooms
upstairs.
In 2015 it was bought by a group of investors, led by Brendan
Madden’s L90 Capital, with Dore as a minor partner and
managing operations. They executed a multi-million-dollar
renovation, completed in 2016, but stopped short of the
accommodation. Dore and his wife invested further, becoming
25 per cent shareholders.
But as Sydney’s frenzied freehold market continued to boil,
the backers determined uplift in the pub was sufficient to
cash out, and listed it last September through HTL Property
principals Andrew Jolliffe and Dan Dragicevich.
The Hotel poised to really begin capitalising on its new look
and approach, Dore actively sought to stay at the table – and
behind the bar. HTL Property managed the deal but would not
comment on the sale price other than to say that achieved
was consistent with the earlier guidance given.
“I’m passionate about what I do,” prefaces Dore. “When you
look at Stanmore, it’s a one-pub suburb, which is good, but
you’ve got to grow it organically.
“You can open bars, but there’s something special about a
pub; hundreds of years of tradition … pubs seem to have a
soul that I fall in love with.”

McCOYS PASS HOTEL
BENNETT TO TURNERS

The McCoy family have ended a 33-year tenure at their Hotel
Bennett in Hamilton, divesting to former locals the Turners in
a return to home.
The McCoy family have owned pubs in Redfern and around
NSW. John and Betty McCoy purchased the Hotel Bennett
in 1985 and have operated it with their sons ever since,
retaining a reputation as a genuine suburban ‘local’ in a rapidly
changing area.
Dating back to 1865, originally named the Lame Dog, the pub
is the oldest continuous licence in Hamilton, and the last of 11
hotels that once operated in the area in the late 1800s mining
boom years.
“The family have agonized over this decision for a long time,
but feel that not only is the timing right, but that the new
owners, also a family group, will carry on their legacy,” offered
agent for the deal, Deane Moore, of Moore & Moore Real
Estate.
Taking over in January, the Turners left the area in June with
sale of their thriving Lambton Park Hotel to Riversdale.
“I quite enjoy Newcastle and I’ve sort of settled down here,
and as much as I do like going back to Sydney this is what I
call home now,” says Dan Turner.
“Almost as soon as we sold the Lambton Park we were on the
hunt for something else. It took a little while, but we’re pretty
excited to get our hands on the Bennett.”

FIRST MOVE TO MELBOURNE
IN SALE OF SAXON
Thumping Richmond pub the Royal Saxon has been sold to an
interstate group taking its first step into Melbourne.
Billed as a “vibrant and modern Melbourne hospitality venue”
the Saxon is an historic, unobtrusive two-storey Georgian
building on Richmond’s Church Street, just five kilometres
from the Melbourne CBD – and one of the city’s best-known
venues.
Its heritage facade has been complemented with a sleek,
modern glass interior featuring plenty of greenery, with
versatile indoor and outdoor eating and drinking spaces.
It has been operated by a conglomerate of owners including
Paul Olynyk, with owner of Sorrento’s acclaimed The Conti,
Julian Gerner, a minor stakeholder. They were approached by
a group looking for their first footprint in Victoria and despite
having no desire to divest, an off-market sale of the lease
occurred, for an unspecified amount, through CBRE Hotels.
The buyers are an interstate group with an “already impressive
portfolio of venues” that will reportedly seek further
opportunities to expand into Victoria in 2019.
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TRENDING NEWS
FEROS UNVEILS RE-WORKED
TAREN POINT CLG’s $7m
PORTSEA REVIVAL

A massive overhaul of their oldest venue saw the Feros Group
reopen the big Taren Point Hotel with new features and a
fresh, “fun” look.
Between spectacular greenfield and brownfield builds such
The Prince and Highfields, and taking this year’s prize for
Group Hotel Operator, Chris Feros, the king of Sydney’s south
has undertaken a complete renovation, guided by the stylings
of H&E Architects, which has worked with Feros on numerous
other projects.
This brings a brand new sports bar and more screens
throughout, a lounge bar, bistro, multiple function spaces, and
renovated beer garden. The new laneway offers two children’s
play areas, and tanks of Carlton Draught Brewery Fresh.
The new menu is led by group executive chef Paul Pirreca,
said to be broadly inspired by the dramatic evolution of the
Sydney pub scene in the past two decades. There is also the
new food truck in the outdoor courtyard called Good Time
Kebabs, with homestyle barbequed meat, accompanied by
healthy salads, flatbread and some “killer” dips and sauces.
“Our team visited some awesome venues in Melbourne and
Brisbane and fell in love with the food truck concept,” explains
Feros. “Taren Point was the first opportunity to introduce one
of these into the venues. Our vision for the pub is simply to
have a heap of fun!”

Crown land and the cliff’s edge.
Arriving guests are greeted by a gallery, featuring an everrotating calendar of artists, leading to the Longshore room,
with commercial kitchen and fresh new menu. The top level
is home to the Bertram Bar – in honour of former Australia
II captain and local, John Bertram – with panoramic ocean
views.
Other additions include a California-inspired burger offering
called Cliff’s Bar, and a whisky-inspired cocktail space known
as RIP Bar, hoping to lure guests in the cooler months. The
Portsea will host live music over the coming summer months,
and plans to offer further points of appeal, such as morning
yoga classes.
“The renovations were undertaken to bring back the charm
that had left the building some time ago,” offers CLG national
GM Lawrence Dowd.

PUB DINING TRENDS
FOR 2019

The rise of the gastro-pub has seen a succession of trends
sweep the pub plate, with the rocket to stardom of quinoa
and can’t-get-enough uptake of the poké bowls, leaving the
question – what will it be in 2019?
According to a panel of nutritionist and wellness experts from
Flannerys Organics and Wholefoods Store, 2019 is the year of
the cauliflower.
Yes, cauliflower – but not as you know it.
This humble vegetable is being used as a substitute for both
rice and pasta by people who are on low-carb diets. The
upside? It’s gluten-free and vegan, which ticks off another two
key dining trends.
In addition to cauliflower, here are five more ideas to help
modernise your menu:
1.

Colonial Leisure Group reopened the picturesque Portsea
Hotel following a $7 million renovation, reviving the
142-year-old landmark. Chris Morris’ CLG has built a $300
million portfolio of prime hospitality venues in Victoria, WA,
Queensland and most recently NSW.

Pacific Rim island style: building on the poké bowl trend,
ingredients like dried shrimp and shrimp paste, tropical
fruit like guava, passionfruit and dragon fruit, as well as
fish – raw, cured and cooked – will be big

2.

Japanese ingredients: Miso, yuzu and ponzu are showing
up in marinades, dressings and cocktails. Miso is even
being used in desserts

The Group purchased the Portsea Hotel in 2000, and while a
great pub it has been somewhat “underwhelming” in recent
years, according to CLG national GM, Lawrence Dowd.

3.

New super-fruit: never heard of a Peruvian Cape
gooseberry? Don’t worry, you’re not alone – no-one has.
This fruit is being touted as the superfood of the year.
Approximately the same size as a cherry tomato with a
sweet/sour citrus flavour, these fruits can be eaten fresh
in salads or made into salsas, relishes, chutneys and jams

4.

Fake meat: smoked Jackfruit burger anyone? Vegan
‘meat’ has been around forever, but is gaining popularity
as cruelty-free eating is embraced more broadly

5.

Keto diet: low-carb, high-fat eating. This trend follows on
from the Atkins diet and has just as many enthusiastic
followers. Ingredients like coconut oil, goat’s cheese and
organic butter are big with Keto disciples.

***

“The potential of this pub was pretty significant. But like a lot
of these old pubs, once you start opening them up it can be a
never-ending process. You have to be smart about it. We had
to be quite calculated about what we do and how we realise
its full potential, without overcapitalising.”
***
Built 1876 on the Mornington Peninsula, the pub offers
stunning north-facing views over Port Philip Bay on all
three levels. A major $7 million overhaul of the interior and
exterior has been executed, now offering raised decking on
its expansive outdoor area, further enhancing the aspect over
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TRENDING NEWS
MERIVALE DODGES DAGGERS STU LAUNDY vs SBW:
OVER END OF EBA
MATCH-UP FOR MONEY
Immensely successful and popular hospitality group Merivale
is being lampooned for the decision to end its out-dated
WorkChoices employment contract for staff, adding insult to
irony.

Boxing fans tuned in as pub empire heir Stu Laundy took on
superstar athlete Sonny Bill Williams in the highly anticipated
‘Banger in the Hanger’ fight.

Justin Hemmes has built his family operation to count over
70 licensed venues, employing around 3,000 workers. He also
effectively contributes to the employment of an unknown
number of staff at publications around the world, being the
subject (true or not) of constant click-bait headlines on his
every movement.
The Group has come to employ many of its staff under a tenyear-old WorkChoices agreement arranged under the Howard
government. This has remained in place under the so-called
‘zombie’ provision due to no regulator pressure to end it.
Following discussions with hospitality worker union United
Voice, underlined in January by the Fair Work Commission,
Merivale will end its ‘Collective Agreement’ on 4 March. As
part of its submission statement, the group suggested it will
undergo relevant “administrative and operational changes” to
transition to the system of individual awards for its workforce.
Unsurprisingly, the news prompted pot-shots at the industryleading operator, incorrectly suggesting the slated changes
due to having to pay staff higher rates indicate flaws in both
management and the entire business model.

Laundy – bolstered by successes as the winning man on The
Bachelorette, and appearance on awareness show Filthy Rich
& Homeless – challenged the famed former NRL and Rugby
player, star All Black and semi-retired professional boxer
Williams, to a bout.
Overcoming safety concerns by the boxing federation for
Laundy’s safety, who despite decades of evicting unwilling
intoxicants had never competed in a real boxing match, the
fight went ahead on 1 December, scheduled for four twominute rounds.
Laundy’s primary motivation for picking the fight was raising
awareness and much-needed funds for the Reverend Bill
Crews’ charitable trust and Exodus Foundation.
SBW accepted the challenge, fighting on behalf of Auckland
City Mission, bringing a record of seven professional bouts,
with three knockouts and no losses.

Merivale’s response clarified that the planned review would
encompass challenges such as allowing staff movement
between venues, and individual rostering requests. The
group’s size and diversity are benefits for most staff, able to
gain experience in a wide variety of settings with a world-class
operator.
Reporting on Merivale’s purported dilemma also cited former
(anonymous) employees, complaining of terrible conditions
and rates of pay. The Collective Agreement was reported to be
paying $24.20 at virtually all times, with little or no loadings on
weekends or public holidays.
While the debate over casual loadings has raged for decades
in Australia, it is worth noting that even the base rate is far
higher than that experienced in most developed countries. By
comparison, the USA pays casual staff in hospitality between
a high of $A17.61 ($US12.50, in District of Columbia) to a low
of $7.25 ($US5.15, in Georgia and Wyoming). The median
minimum hourly wage across the US states is just $A13.03.

Williams enjoys a noticeably height and reach advantage over
Laundy, amongst other key elements of boxing, but didn’t
have it all his way as an eventual barrage of blows from the
publican saw the big Kiwi sink to the floor and be counted out
by the referee.
“Got a cracked sternum, but can’t wipe the smile from my
face!” a recovering Stu Laundy told PubTIC.
“Awesome night supported by almost every publican I’ve ever
met.”
While the final tally was not revealed, an amount set to be in
the hundreds of thousands was raised for the two charities,
with no lasting injuries.
Laundy applauded his opponent, and his mercy, offering his
undefeated retirement soon after the bell.
“Sonny Bill Williams is a friend for life and an absolute ripper of
a human being.
“I don’t know how to solve the sad problem of homelessness,
but helping feed the less fortunate is a good start.”
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